DEAN: Nadia Swerdlow

CHAIR: Said Pazirandeh

FACULTY MEMBERS: Veronica Cox, Ebru Durukan, Louis Eguaras, Kelly Enos, Patricia Flood, Tigran Mkrtchyan, John Morales, Deborah Paulsen, Mike Reynolds, Curt Riesberg

MEMBERS ABSENT: Cindy Cooper

AFT REPRESENTATIVE: Diana Bonilla
COUNSELING: Madelline Hernandez (absent)
LIBRARY: Sandy Thomsen

GUESTS PRESENT: Jose Maldonado, David Jordan, Richard Rains, Sandra Rodriguez (ASO-Educational Services Senator)

~ Said called the meeting to order at 1:35pm ~

I. Approval of Minutes
   - March 20, 2012
     M/S/Approved Pat/Diana

II. Old Business
   A. Course Reinstatement
      Both courses are being reinstated because department was changed. Courses were not expired.
      - Chicano Studies 46 (J. Maldonado)
        M/S/Approved Diana/Louis
      - Chicano Studies 54 (J. Morales)
        M/S/Approved Diana/Ebru

III. New Business
   A. Course Updates
      - Law 11 (D. Jordan)  M/S/Approved Diana/Tigran
      - Law 12  M/S/Approved Diana/Louis
      - Law 17  M/S/Approved Sandi/Louis

      No prerequisites for Law courses listed above. Many students who enroll in Law are proficient in English/writing. Those who show trouble with assignments are referred to tutoring. Plan to evaluate courses and students to see if there is a need to add an advisory in the future.
A. Philosophy 1 (M. Pursley/ABSENT)  
   M/S/Approved Kelly/Diana  
B. Physics 6 (R. Rains)  
   M/S/Tabled Mike/Tigran  
   Need to correct math prerequisite and other areas.

B. Program Changes
- AA–Humanities (D. Paulsen)  
  M/S/Approved Tigran/Louis  
  Replace courses that are no longer being offered with other recommended by CSUN  
  o CCC-511 – Non-Substantial Change to an Approved Program  
  o AA Humanities_Assist Articulation Agreement

C. Archive (approved as a package)  
   Courses are expired and/or no longer being offered  
   - Humanities 54  
     M/S/Approved Louis/Mike  
   - Music 121, 185, 285, 385, 412, 413, 414, 601, 602, 603, 604  
     M/S/Approved Louis/Mike  
   - Chemistry 185, 285, 385, 201  
     M/S/Approved Louis/Mike

D. Course Reinstatement
E. Addition of a District Course
F. New Programs
G. New Courses
H. Cross-Listing request

IV. Committee Reports
A. Curriculum Chair (S. Pazirandeh)  
   Revised ECD approval process  
   Process has been shortened to four days and seems to be working well.
B. Curriculum Dean (N. Swerdlow)  
   Content Review  
   There will be information coming about repeatability, content review and stand alone issues.  
   There will be a curriculum workshop for flex day. Need to plan a future date for curriculum retreat. Volunteers: Nadia (Content), Tigran (Math), Paulsen (CTE), Louis
C. IGETC/GE Breadth/Articulation (M. Hernandez)

V. Other Business

VI. Next Meeting
- May 1, 2012 in LRC 234 from 1:30pm to 3:00pm

~ Said adjourned the meeting at 2:40pm ~

Transcribed by: Irma Montoya